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In this Issue...
Welcome back to the routine! The leaves are browning and the frost is on its
way back already, even though June still feels like yesterday. With school back
in session we thought it would be timely to go over the ins and outs of saving
for education, whether for your child, grandchild, or even yourself!

Now that school is back in
session and the flurry of
summer vacations are behind
us until next year, it’s time to
get back into the swing of
things. As exciting as it is
sending the kids back to
school, the time is fast
approaching that they’ll face
the decision of what to do
after graduation.
If you’re one of the many
parents who have already
sent their kids off to college
or university, perhaps for the
first time this year, your
routine probably looks a bit
different than it used to,
maybe including a trip
moving the new freshman to
campus, or to the bookstore
to buy up to $1,000 of

textbooks (for one semester
at university!). If part of your
new routine is a trip to the
bank for a loan, this
Education Savings edition of
our newsletter may have
been helpful about 18 years
ago!
Along with a look at the effect
the U.S. election may have on
the markets, in this
newsletter Rick takes an indepth look at details of
Registered Education Savings
Plans, the government grants
awarded to these plans for
qualifying holders, and the
particulars of using RESPs
when the tuition bill arrives.

discusses the additional
benefits of insurance policies
for your children and how
these can be used for more
than just life cover, Patricia
tackles education for our
generation: how to use RRSPs
to go back to school, and
Lorna gives an outline on how
to use Registered Disability
Savings Plans in conjunction
with RESPs to maximize your
savings after high school.
We hope you’ll find this
education savings edition of
our newsletter both helpful
and insightful. As always, if
you have a topic you’d like to
see covered, let us know!

There are other ways to save
for an education besides
RESPs, however. Melissa

Natalie LeBlanc
Marketing Assistant
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Investing

Market
Update
One of the most common questions we’ve
been fielding from clients as of late is
regarding the potential effects of the
American election on the markets, at home
and abroad.
After a sharp, but short, sell
off at the end of June in the
wake of the Brexit vote,
financial markets staged a
strong recovery which
tapered off towards the end
of the quarter. October tends
to be one of the weakest
months for the stock market
and with the pending US
presidential election in
November it wouldn’t be
surprising to see some
sideways movement for the
next few months.
We have had many inquiries
from clients about what a
Trump victory would mean
for financial markets. The
reality is that no one truly
knows but the most likely
answer is: very little. Markets
appear to be pricing in a
strong probability of a Clinton
victory and if she does win
the markets will probably
have little reaction. If Trump
wins there could be a short

but sharp fallout, as there was
with the surprise vote in
Britain, but then it’s quite
probable that cooler heads
will prevail and markets will
return to “normal” before too
long, just as they did after
Brexit.
Markets hate uncertainty and
they react poorly in the short
term to surprises or, perhaps
better put, outcomes that are
different from the ones they
had priced in. At the same
time, markets are also very
quick to take stock of the new
information and look at what
impact there really is on the
long term outlook for
businesses, given the new
political or economic
environment. In the case of
Trump, it’s important to
remember that while the US
president may have
tremendous influence
globally they have very little
power to force their own
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agenda at home without the
support of the various levels
of government. The US
political system was funded
on a series of check and
balances that, while leading
to dysfunctional stalemates at
times as we have seen in
recent years, ensures that no
one person can exercise
absolute power. So it’s
extremely unlikely that there
will be walls built between
the US and Mexico or that
long standing free trade
agreements will be “ripped
up” overnight.
What is of concern is that if
the US takes a more inward
view that global trade could
indeed suffer which would
affect trade dependent
countries like Canada and
China. Also, global
uncertainty could rise if the
US is no longer seen in its
traditional “Team America:
World Police” role.

Investing
Rick Irwin, CFP, CLU
Financial Planner,
Investment Representative

“We have spoken with a few fund managers that
were holding considerable cash leading into the
vote in Britain last June. While many of them put a
fair bit of this cash to work during the fallout that ensured, some were lamenting
that the downturn hadn’t lasted longer to give them more of an opportunity to
take advantage of the situation.”

Patricia Bell, PFP
“Robert Pemberton, the Head of Fixed
Financial Planner,
Income for TD Asset Management, recently
Investment
Representative
opined that ‘sideways could be the new up’
when it comes to bond yields, pointing out
that in 22 countries investors are actually paying governments for the privilege
of lending them money. With the median age in Canada increasing investors
may need to rethink the role of fixed income in their portfolios and realize that fixed
income will be more for portfolio stability and safety as opposed to growing wealth and
preserving real purchasing power. “

Melissa Allan
Investment Representative

“Investment strategies are meant to work long term over
market us and downs. I cannot stress how important it is
to stay disciplined and meet with your advisor to rebalance. We have taken measures to
put you in a portfolio based on your risk tolerance and investment objectives knowing
there will be dips. Capturing only the upside is pretty much impossible. Rather than
making lump sum deposits in your investment account once a year, I highly recommend
setting up regular contributions on a monthly basis. This dollar cost averaging strategy is
proven to be effective and is in my opinion one of the very best investing principles out
there. “

Lorna Maughan

“For some of my British Expat clients the drop in the
Investment Representative
pound sterling to Canadian dollar following Brexit on 23
June has been quite dramatic. However the dust seems to have settled and the rate has
stabilised for now, but there are strong rumours that there could be another Bank of
England interest rate drop later in the year and how this will affect the strength of the
pound is yet to be seen. “

Whatever the outcome this November, or whatever else world events throw our way, it’s important
to remain focused on your long term goals and to remember that proper diversification, active stock
picking, and both defensive and opportunistic strategies that are employed by active fund
managers, have the potential to generate a smoother ride than experience by the broad markets. As
always, if you have any questions or concerns about your investments, please do not hesitate to get
in touch.
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Education Savings

The Necessity of
Education Savings
The price of a good education has skyrocketed over the past few decades,
leaving many recent graduates buried in debt. Making an effort to plan and
save for these
The Costs of Going Back to School
expenses ahead of
time is certainly
One Month One Term
One Year
Four Years
the best way to
Tuition (average) $ 773.88 $ 3,095.50 $ 6,191.00 $
24,764.00
alleviate future
Rent
$ 600.00 $ 2,400.00 $ 4,800.00 $
19,200.00
costs, but do we
Food
$ 300.00 $ 1,200.00 $ 2,400.00 $
9,600.00
even know how
Textbooks
$ 250.00 $ 1,000.00 $ 2,000.00 $
8,000.00
much to save?
Internet/Cell

$

TOTAL

$ 2,073.88 $ 8,295.50 $ 16,591.00

You won’t have to go very far
to find a recent university
graduate to tell you about the
rising costs of tuition.
According to Statistics
Canada, the average for
annual tuition for an
undergraduate degree in
Canada (and tuition alone) is
a whopping $6,191, and this
doesn’t include shelter, food,
or school supplies!
When you do add it all
together, the final number
can be quite painful. Consider
a student attending university
for eight months of the year,
and living at home for the
other four months. If we
assume $600 per month for

150.00

$

600.00

rent (including utilities like
power and water), $300 per
month for food (which is on
the low end for Nova Scotia),
$1,000 per semester for
textbooks (which could be
higher or lower depending on
your studies), and $150 per
month for internet and cell
phone service, that’s almost
$8,300 for just one semester.
Beyond the necessities there
are the other miscellaneous
things that 19-23 year-olds
spend money on, like takeout,
travel, gas and/or car
payments, not to mention the
campus pub.
That’s $66,400 for the
necessities during an
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$ 1,200.00

$

4,800.00

$ 66,364.00

undergraduate degree,
assuming you don’t live in
residence or have a meal plan,
will live at home during the
summer term, and don’t
travel at all. In reality, the
costs are much higher.
These figures should be a bit
of a wakeup call to those who
haven’t been keeping up with
the rising cost of post
secondary education, and is
hopefully the motivation you
need to start saving for your
child’s education today!

Natalie LeBlanc
Marketing Assistant

Education Savings

Registered Education
Savings Plans
Just like you save for your retirement, your child (or grandchild’s) education
should be a savings priority, if you don’t want the ever-increasing costs to fall
on them when they graduate high school. An RESP is usually one of the best
tools to save for their education, and take advantage of government grants in
the process.

In an increasingly knowledgebased economy, postsecondary education is
becoming even more
important. At the same time,
rising tuition costs are
making this less and less
affordable, making early
education savings planning
crucial. The most common
savings vehicle for postsecondary education is the
Registered Education Savings
Plan (RESP).
The popularity of RESPs as
the preferred education
savings vehicle lies with the
government grants paid into
the program to partially
match family contributions.
The federal government adds

to your RESP savings each
year through the Canada
Education Savings Grant
(CESG, see page 8). Lowerincome families may also
qualify for the Canada
Learning Bond. If you live in
Quebec, Alberta or
Saskatchewan, you may also
be eligible for a provincial
grant. Contributions are made
with after tax dollars and the
investments grow on a tax
deferred basis until funds are
taken out for school, at which
point the gains from the plan
are taxable to the student
who, most likely, will actually
pay little to no tax (of course
dependent on their other
income). A major benefit of
the plan is that the funds
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don’t have to be used directly
for college or university
tuition, but you do have to
provide proof of full time
enrollment to be able to take
funds out without repayment
of CESGs.

Rick Irwin,
CFP, CLU
Financial
Planner,
Investment
Representative

Education Savings

Canada Education Savings Grant
The CESG is a matching
government grant of 20% for
every dollar deposited into an
RESP, up to annual limits.
A beneficiary qualifies for the
CESG until the end of the
calendar year they turn 17. In
order to receive CESGs after
the end of the calendar year
they turn 15, the following
conditions must be met:
1. A total of at least $2,000
must have been paid into
an RESP for that child or
2. At least $100 must have
been paid into an RESP in
any 4 previous years
(they don't have to be
consecutive years).
While the maximum that can
be contributed to an RESP on
behalf of one beneficiary is
$50,000, the maximum

amount of grants that will be
paid is $7,200. In other
words, only the first $36,000
in contributions will attract
grants. Some advisors
advocate putting in the full
$50,000 even if there are no
government grants as there
will likely be no tax payable
by the beneficiary on the
withdrawals.
There is an annual limit of
$500 in grants payable per
year (which would require a
$2500 contribution to
achieve). However, unused
RESP contribution room
carries forward and you can
“double up” payments in any
one year to receive grants on
contribution room that was
earned in a prior year. The
maximum you can pay in one
year and receive the CESG is

$5000;
anything beyond
$5000 in any one year will
not attract CESGs even if
there is still unused
contribution room available.
Example:
Johnny is born in 2013. His
parents don’t make any
contributions that year or the
next year but start
contributions in 2015. He has
$5000 in unused room from
2013 and 2014. They can
invest $5000 a year for 2015
and 2016 and receive grants
on all of what they
contribute: the $5000 in 2015
for 2013 and 2015 and the
$5000 in 2016 for 2014 and
2016.

Canada Learning Bond
On top of the CESG, the CLB
provides an additional $2,000
per child to help families with
modest incomes save with an
RESP. To qualify for the bond,
you must meet the following
criteria:
1. Your family income
in 2016 must be less than
$45,282 a year.
2. Your child must be born
after December 31, 2003.

3. Your family must receive
the National Child Benefit
under the Canada Child
Tax Benefit (also known
as family allowance).
You don't have to make any
contributions to the RESP to
qualify. If your child doesn't
qualify for the bond when you
open the RESP, you can apply
later if your circumstances
change.
The amount of the bond is as
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follows:


$500 for your child at
birth and an extra $25 to
cover the costs of opening
an RESP, and



$100 for each year your
family gets the National
Child Benefit until your
child turns 15.

Education Savings

Taking Income From an
RESP
Putting money away covers the bulk of the planning to be done for education
savings, but the details of how you take money out of the plan can be just as
crucial to ensure the money is available to your child when they need it.
Assets inside RESP accounts
are divided into two
categories: contributions,
meaning the money that you
physically put into the plan,
and “accumulated income”
which refers to all of the
other money in the plan: the
government grants (CESGs)
and the income and
growth on the CESG as well as
the interest and growth on
your contributions. Both
amounts are tracked
separately by the financial
institution and you have the
ability to select which
category to withdraw from
when a child attends postsecondary education.
Withdrawals of contributions
are known as post-secondary
education payments, or PSEs.
PSEs can be made for any

purpose and are paid out tax
free. Accumulated income is
paid out as an EAP, or
Education Assistance
Payment. EAPs can only be
paid out for education
purposes and are taxable in
the student’s hands when it is
taken. As a result of this
taxation, it's usually more
beneficial to take out the
accumulated income first,
when the student’s income is
lower and they will be more
likely to be a situation where
they won't pay any tax on
these withdrawals. Another
major reason that it is better
to take out the accumulated
income first is if your child
only goes to school for a brief
period you will have already
withdrawn the EAP that may
have needed to be paid back
if they didn’t continue their

studies.
There is a maximum on how
much you can take out of the
EAP within the first 13 weeks
of a program (likely for this
reason), of $5,000. For parttime students, the limit is
$2,500. After 13 weeks, you
can withdraw as much
accumulated income as you
wish. There are no limits to
withdrawals from the
contribution portion as long
as the child is attending
school.

Taking money from your
RESP should be approached
with as much forethought as
when you put the money in. If
you aren’t sure, always seek
the proper advice.

Rick Irwin, CFP, CLU
Financial Planner,
Investment Representative
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Education Savings

What if my Child Doesn’t Go
to School?
If your child doesn't immediately go on to post-secondary education after
high school, don’t worry. You have lots of options. Whether using the money
for another child, or for yourself, it won’t have gone to waste.

First of all, an RESP can stay
open 35 years after the year
the plan was first set up so
there is no urgency to
dismantle it right away. There
are a few other options for
what could be done with the
RESP funds if school doesn’t
seem to be in the cards:

1. The RESP needs to have
been open for at least 10
years;

Transfer the money to
another beneficiary.

If the beneficiary qualifies for
the Disability Tax Credit, the
money could be transferred,
tax-free, to a Registered
Disability Savings Plan for
that beneficiary. Any CESGs
and Learning Bonds must be
repaid but the resulting
grants from the RDSP will
more than outweigh this.

If you have an Individual plan,
you can transfer money
between your children
without tax consequences or
repayment of CESGs if the
child who benefits from the
transfer was under age 21
when the plan was opened.
Transfer the money to your
RRSP.
You are able to transfer up to
$50,000 tax-free from an
RESP to your own RRSP
(provided you have enough
contribution room available
to shelter the transfer) as
long as the following
conditions are met:

2. All beneficiaries of the
RESP must be at least 21
and not currently in postsecondary education
Transfer to an RDSP.

Close the plan.
If none of the above options
are possible, the RESP must
be closed, with potential tax
consequences and
repayments of grants. Any
money you put into the plan
as contributions are returned
to you on a tax free basis and
any government grants are
repaid. With an individual or
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family RESP, you are able to
get your investment earnings
out of the plan under the
following conditions
1. The RESP must have been
opened for 10 years;
2. The beneficiaries must
have not pursued higher
education by the time
they are 31 years old.
In addition to the tax payable
on investment income earned
inside the plan, the RESP
provider is required to remit
a 20% penalty to the
government on the earned
interest (growth).
In the case of a Group RESP,
the investment income
earned by the plan is not
returned. Instead, the income
earned on you contributions
stays inside the plan and is
paid out to members in that
plan who do pursue postsecondary education, within
the terms of the group plan.

Rick Irwin, CFP, CLU
Financial Planner,
Investment Representative

Education Savings

An Investment in Knowledge
Pays the Best Interest
… At least according to Ben Franklin. Whether you’re retired or considering a
career change, you may have one more option to pay for furthering your
education than your classmates: your RRSP.

Does it ever make sense to
use your hard earned
retirement savings for
something other than
retirement? Maybe you’re not
ready to fully retire but want
to change the pace of your life
and find more fulfilling
‘work’. Maybe you’re looking
for a second career. Or maybe
you are just one of those
people who love to learn.
Whatever your reasons, it
may be advantageous for you
to use a little known
government program called
the “Lifelong Learning Plan,”
or LLP, to borrow from your
RRSPs.
The LLP is similar to the
much more popular Home
Buyer's Plan but instead of
helping you buy your first
home, the LLP is used to
assist you in paying for postsecondary education costs for
you or your spouse or
common-law partner.

Under the LLP provision, you
can withdraw up to $10,000
from your RRSP each year
without withholding tax (to a
maximum of $20,000) if:
1. You are enrolled at a
designated educational
institution;
2. The program you are
taking is a qualifying
education program;
3. You are attending full-time.
(However, if you meet the
CRA’s conditions of disability
you may qualify while
studying part-time).
You have up to 10 years to
repay your LLP withdrawal
by making RRSP
contributions and designating
them as LLP repayments. If
you don’t make the minimum
repayment required in any
given year CRA will designate
that year’s payment (not your
full withdrawal) as income
and it will be taxed at your

marginal tax rate. You can opt
to repay the LLP sooner than
required but whether or not
this is a good choice (as there
is no “interest” on this money
you’ve lent yourself!)
depends on your personal
situation. The program
basically allows you to
borrow from your future self,
and to pay yourself back
without interest.
If you’re considering taking
advantage of the LLP, make
sure you talk to your advisor.
Run through a projection of
your income and taxes before
making any decisions.
Everyone's situation is
different and you’ll want to
ensure you’re making the
best choices, for now, and for
your retirement.

Sources:
Disability LLP withdrawals: http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/tx/ndvdls/tpcs/rrsp-reer/llp-reep/cndtns/flltm-eng.html
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Patricia Bell, PFP
Senior Financial
Planner,
Investment
Representative

Insurance & Education Savings

Insurance for Your Child’s
Future
An insurance policy taken out for your child can serve more than simply
asset protection if something were to happen to them. Additional riders can
help their eligibility for insurance later in life and provide a nest egg for their
future.
The idea of having a life
insurance policy on your
child or grandchild is one that
makes many clients feel
uneasy, particularly at the
prospect of its potential
necessity. I’ve had many
experiences where I’ve
brought it up to parents as a
rider on their policies and I
get the “deer in headlights”
look. While the idea of having
a life insurance policy for
your child or grandchild may
make you feel uncomfortable,
it may not be a bad idea for
several reasons.
The first, of course, is the
unsettling prospect that there
will be a monetary loss if
something was to happen to
your child. You would miss
work, pay for a funeral, etc.
Life Insurance protects us
from the “what ifs.”
Another good, and less
morbid, reason to consider
this insurance is to help
provide your child with a

sound financial future: using
the policy as a nest egg for
their future.
For illustration purposes, I
did a quote on a 2 year old
girl whose grandparents want
to take out an insurance
policy on her. The cost for a
$25,000 whole life insurance
policy would be $324.25 a
year (based on a standard
risk) under the enhanced
legacy guaranteed 20 pay
product with Great-West Life.
This means a total of $6,485
in premiums over 20 years
equals a guaranteed death
benefit of $25,000 whether
the insured dies in 1 year or
100. However, some
companies continue to have
participating whole life
policies which may pay
annual dividends. In this case,
I have selected paid up
additions as the dividend
option. By the time this child
is 32, the death benefit would
be equal to $79,764 ($25,000
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base coverage + $54,764 in
paid up additions) under the
current dividend scale. These
paid up additions are NOT
guaranteed but the $25,000
base coverage is. These paid
up additions have a cash
value associated with them as
does your face amount death
benefit. At the end of year 30
the projected cash value
(guaranteed and nonguaranteed) on the policy is
$14,857. There are many
options to choose from with
this cash value. The policy
can be surrendered, there can
be a partial withdrawal* of
the cash associated to the
paid up additions, you can
borrow against the policies
cash value, etc.
This example illustrates good
death benefit coverage and
cash value growth on the
$6,485 premium investment
and protects the child against
future insurability issues that
cannot be foreseen in the

Insurance & Education Savings

event their health changes
and they’re unable to qualify
for insurance. It gives them
options to consider down the
road (take cash for a down
payment on home, transfer
the policy to them as a
wedding gift or on the gift of a
great grandchild*, etc.)
Another potential avenue of
planning for your child, you
can add guaranteed
insurability riders to a whole
life insurance policy, or a
child protection rider can be
added to a parent’s policy on
their child. This child
protection rider is very
affordable with most carriers
charging under $5.00 a
month. It insures the child
for a modest amount of

coverage but a big benefit is
that it guarantees they can
convert this to up to
$250,000 of insurance
without medical evidence
later in life. There are rules
around this rider which we’ll
cover in another newsletter
but it is available for
consideration as well.

payment enhancements.
Perhaps grandparents want
to do something too!
One thing is clear, in my
experience I have never met
with a child who had a parent
take out an insurance policy
for them, who said “I wish
they didn’t do that.” Each
time I have had this happen
it’s been followed by a smile
and appreciation for what
their loved one did for them.

I generally feel, in most
situations, the first avenue for
investing in a child’s future
would be an RESP but some
If you would like more
people are already maxing
information on such options,
out the $2,500 contribution
please get in
to get the maximum annual
touch!
$500 government grant.
Hopefully many more parents
are doing this
now with the
Melissa Allan
new CCTB
Investment Representative

*Taxes may apply
Dividends are not guaranteed and vary up
The example provided is not complete without the Great-West Life illustration, including the cover page,
reduced example and product features pages all having the same date. Read each page carefully as they
contain important information about the policy.
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Taxation

Using Disability Savings Plans to
Save For Education
If your child qualifies for the Disability Tax Credit, an RDSP might help with
the costs of tuition and living expenses while going to school, if you plan
ahead accordingly. The plan receives grants like an RESP but making
withdrawals require that specific criteria be met first.

How can Registered Disability
Savings Plans (RDSPs) work
in conjunction with RESPs for
those children who are
eligible for the Disability Tax
Credit (DTC)? The two plans
are very similar in that they
each receive grants from the
government and tout tax
deferred growth of money in
the plan. The key difference in
the use of the plans is that
RESPs can only be used when
registered for post-secondary
education, whilst RDSPs can
be used for any purpose.
If you have a child or
grandchild who would qualify
for an RDSP and also has the
prospect of continuing their
education beyond high
school, taking a good look at
both plans and their details
could present a perfect
opportunity to benefit from
both grants available and the
tax efficient investment
returns. If there is any

uncertainty about the DTCeligible child continuing their
education, and they have
siblings, then a family RESP
could still be beneficial as the
funds can be used for any of
the beneficiaries under the
plan.
While there aren’t as strict
withdrawal criteria as RESPs,
RDSPs have their own rules to
access funds within the plan.
The beneficiary can take
“Regular Annual Income
Payments (Lifetime Disability
Assistance Payments)” at any
time after the plan is opened,
but in most cases these
payments should be delayed
until 10 years after the first
grant payment is received to
avoid having to pay those
grants back to the
government. So in order to
truly benefit from an RDSP

for tuition purposes,
contributions to the plan
should be made 10+ years
before the beneficiary enters
post-secondary.
If your DTC-eligible child has
an RESP and doesn’t go to
school, as mentioned in
another article, the RESP
funds can be transferred to
their RDSP, repaying the
CESG but earning RDSP
grants on the new
contribution.
With careful planning, a
combination of RDSP and
RESP income can be of
significant help to alleviate
the costs of post-secondary
education. For more
information, absolutely get in
touch!

Lorna Maughan
Investment Representative
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The information provided is based on current tax legislation and interpretations for Canadian residents and is accurate to the best of our
knowledge as of the date of publication. Future changes to the tax legislation and interpretations may affect this information. This newsletter contains general information only and is intended for informational and educational purposes provided to clients of Rick Irwin,
CFP, CLU; Melissa Allan; Lorna Maughan; and Patricia Bell, PFP. While information contained in this newsletter is believed to be reliable
and accurate at the time of printing, Rick Irwin, CFP, CLU; Melissa Allan; Lorna Maughan; and Patricia Bell, PFP do not guarantee, represent or warrant that the information contained in this newsletter is accurate, complete, reliable, verified or error-free. This newsletter
should not be taken or relied upon as providing legal, accounting or tax advice. Prospective investors should review the offering documents relating to any investment carefully before making an investment decision and should ask their advisor for advice based on their
specific circumstances. You should obtain your own personal and independent professional advice, from your lawyer and/or accountant,
to take into account your particular circumstances.
Quadrus Investment Services Ltd. and design, Quadrus Group of Funds and Fusion are trademarks of Quadrus Investment Services Ltd.
Used with permission.

Insurance products, including segregated fund policies are offered through Trinity Wealth Partners Inc., and Rick Irwin, CFP, CLU; Melissa Allan;
Lorna Maughan; and Patricia Bell, PFP offer mutual funds through Quadrus Investment Services Ltd. Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund investments. Please read the prospectus before investing. Mutual funds are not
guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated.

